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ABSTRACT

DESIGN OF REMOTE LABORATORY APPLICATIONS USING PYTHON
Suresh Vakati, M.S.
Department of Electrical Engineering
Northern Illinois University, 2015
Dr. Reza Hashemian, Director

Practical experience is significantly an advance learning tool in science and engineering
courses to improve students’ skill and knowledge. Traditionally, educational laboratories are
helpful to the students to obtain practical knowledge independently. Because of the restricted
permissions on research supplies of traditional laboratories, the attained practical knowledge is
not sufficient in a highly competitive world. Remote laboratory is one of the solutions for this
problem by permitting these limited resources to be accessed by the students from any place and
any time.
This paper reports the design process of two engineering systems using open-source
software tools (Python, HTML, CSS, and JQuery) in a simple and efficient way. This paper
focuses on the practical problems while implementing these design techniques and comparing its features
with existed methods like LabVIEW. It also discusses the complexity of design procedure, performance
characteristics and security issues of this design.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The role of experimentation is a key concept in engineering education. Traditionally,
students perform experiments with physical components to gain practical knowledge. However,
physical experimentation is expensive, hard to maintain, and requires special guidance to avoid
damages in the laboratory. To overcome this problem, recently two new approaches are
proposed: simulated laboratories and remote laboratories. Simulated laboratories correspond to
a graphical representation of experimentation and return the results according to the model
description, whereas remote laboratories correspond to the situation where students can control
and observe the experiment from a remote location at any time through a specific
communication medium. Remote experimentation maximizes utilization time and increases
collaboration among universities and research centers providing access to expensive
experimental resources.
This paper discusses a method of designing two remote laboratory applications (remote
flash, remote vacuum cleaner) using Python. The main contribution of this research is to
developing a remote laboratory without using costly tools like MATLAB and LabVIEW which
can control and analyze the real-time data from the remote end. This paper also helps to
understand creating attractive GUIs, practical designing issues, performance characteristics, and
security issues of various approaches.
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1.1. Literature Review

Practical experience is significantly an advanced learning tool across all areas of study.
Traditionally practical knowledge is gained in educational laboratories. Over the years, the nature
of these traditional laboratories has changed. Traditional laboratories consists of engineering
systems, which are developed for hands-on experience. So customizing is needed for the
equipment in order to access it from a remote place over the internet. We have three types of
laboratories: normal laboratories, virtual laboratories and remote laboratories (EIT, 2013).
Normal laboratories are traditional laboratories, where students should perform tasks on original
hardware tools, also known as hands-on experience. Virtual laboratories provide software
simulations for original experiment set-up. “Remote Laboratories allow users to perform a range
of scientific experiments over the internet without being near to the actual equipment” (EIT,
2013). The main problem while designing remote laboratories is to find a way for communication
between remote client and technological equipment. By segregating this problem into two tasks,
we can solve this: establishing a link between experiment set-ups to the server PC and
establishing another link between remote clients to the server PC. A technology installed in the
server PC plays a vital role for secure connection, speed and queues.
According to a survey done by C. Gravier et al. (2007), these are the technologies
used for designing graphical user interface out of 42 published papers (Figure 1). A number of
research groups have developed remote laboratories using software tools like LabVIEW and
MATLAB in different teaching, research and industrial fields. LabVIEW software is a flexible
programming environment that can help building a remote laboratory as shown in Figure 2. To
control experiment set-up from a remote area using LabVIEW, the control panel should be shared
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on web browsers. “These requires a (free) plug-in to run the experiments and have not yet been
adapted to modern mobile devices” (Garcia-Zubia & Alves, 2007). The control panel is also
called a Graphical User Interface and it contains all the input and output controls of an experiment
arranged in an easily understandable way. When user requests for a control of the experiment,
LabVIEW enables a secure connection between user and server using TCP/IP Ethernet protocol.
While the experiment tools are being used, it will keep incoming requests in queue. The main
drawbacks of this system are LabVIEW is not open-source software, it is an expensive tool, and
clients should download a plug-in, which is about 400MB.

Figure 1:

Pie chart showing technologies used for GUI designs (Gravier et al., 2007).
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Figure 2:

Remote laboratory design at Northern Illinois University (Pramod, 2014).

The other approach of building remote laboratories is using MATLAB combined with
Simulink software (Esche, 2012). In this case, Java programming technology is used for
development of an application. This Java program uses a multi-threading approach to improve
performance and handle multiple MATLAB sessions at a time. JMatLink library enables the
connection to MATLAB from Java servlets (Figure 3). These can be later approached from the
web browser via HTTP. The servlet functionality can open and initialize MATLAB engine, start
all simulations, get results and send them to the client application. Of course, finally it enables to
close the connection with MATLAB application. The client application is dynamically generated
by the web server. It serves for the user interaction with the remote system. Except for PHP we
can use AJAX approach that enables asynchronous modification of the web page. Drawbacks of
this method are that MATLAB is also an expensive tool like LabVIEW, it is not an open-source
program, to control the experiment the client should download Java applets/Ajax software tools
for their browsers, and MATLAB is no longer supporting remote laboratory tools (Esche, 2012).
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Figure 3:

Block diagram of remote laboratory using MATLAB (Esche, 2012).

There are so many others ways of implementing remote laboratories: ULAB, VLAB at Northern
Illinois University (Hashemian, 2007), iLab shared architecture at MIT, remote laboratory using
.Net, eclipse SCADA, SQL, and JAVA. These are clearly explained in Internet Accessible Remote
Laboratories: Scalable E-Learning Tools for Engineering and Science Disciplines by Dr. Azad and
Dr. Hashemian. Some of the architectures are shown in Figures 4 and 5.

Figure 4: iLab shared architecture (Azad, 2013).
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Figure 5:

Remote laboratory using Microsoft Visual Studio .Net (Azad, 2013).

The primary goal of this research is to design a remote laboratory including effectiveness,
ease of access, and expanded the ability of students to engage hands- on learning. Free and opensource software plays a vital role for designing these types of laboratories, so I chose Python and
Linux operating system on the server.

CHAPTER 2
DESIGN OF REMOTE VACUUM CLEANER
2.1 Introduction

Remote vacuum cleaner is a complete robot development remote laboratory system
designed for remote floor cleaning at any time and from anywhere. The main theme of this project
is to control this mobile unit through a specific communication medium like internet using
Python. The mobile unit is developed by using Arduino Uno board (Appendix A), ultrasonic
sensors and IR sensors (Appendix C) to avoid obstacles, and fitted with a floor- cleaning DC
vacuum unit to clean. The entire system works on 12V DC power supply. The server is created
using open-source software Python, and to make a friendly interface between remote user and
experimentation, the Graphical User Interface (GUI) is created using HTML and CSS. The basic
mechanical structure of the robot is predesigned by students of Dr. Azad, and it is modified in
terms of physical design to mount the DC vacuum cleaner. The robot is structured in three layers,
and its dimensions are 16x15x12 inches. This chapter mainly focuses
on developing steps for controlling the remote vacuum cleaner.

2.2 Block Diagram

The block diagram shown in the Figure 6 helps to understand the details of
implementation of remote vacuum cleaner. Usually, designing any remote laboratory can be
divided into three main tasks: experiment set-up, establishing a link between the server to the
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experiment set-up and establishing a connection between server to the client PC through a
communication medium. Designing this system can also be divided into three parts: mobile
platform, connection between mobile platform to the server and the connection between the
servers to the client PC.

Figure 6:

Block diagram of the mobile vacuum cleaning system.

2.3 Mobile Platform

The mobile platform is designed to clean the floor over the internet on the part of testing
remote laboratory approaches. It contains all the hardware parts such as Arduino Uno, XBee,
DC vacuum cleaner, IR sensors, ultrasonic sensors and IP camera. The detailed designing
steps are explained below.

2.3.1 Hardware Description

To transmit information through electric signals, either analog or digital signals are used.
Analog and digital technologies are distinguished by the way information is passed or translated.
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The information is translated into electric pulses of varying amplitude in analog technology.
However in digital technology, the translation of information is into binary format, either zero
or one, where each bit is representative of two distinct amplitudes.
The mobile unit consists of analog, digital inputs like IR sensors, switches and output
devices like motors and relays (Figure 7). To get the information from the sensor, or to send the
information to the output devices, an intelligent input / output device is needed. That device
must be able to convert digital to analog or analog to digital based on the client’s request.
Arduino Uno is a tool for making intelligent computers that can sense and control different input
and output devices. It is a microcontroller board that can be used to develop interactive objects,
receive inputs from a variety of sensors and switches, and control various physical output
devices like motor, and a variety of switches. This development includes two main controls:
manual control and auto control.

Figure 7:

Hardware connections of mobile unit.
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The circuit diagrams as shown in Figures 7 and 8 help to redesign the whole system again.
The whole system works on DC 12 volts. Arduino Uno only accepts 7V-12V input power and a
7812 voltage regulator is used to maintain constant 12 volts from the battery. 7805 is another
voltage regulator which supplies constant 5V by taking 12V input. A switch is connected from
the battery supply which helps to turn off and turn on the power to the robot. The Figure 9 shows
the final design of mobile unit.

Figure 8:

Detailed circuit diagram of mobile unit.
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Figure 9:

Mobile unit.

2.3.2 Programming the Arduino Uno

Every embedded system requires an input/output device to handle user requests. Arduino
Uno is one of the microcontroller boards available in the market and it needs to be programmed in
order to handle requests. The flowchart below (Figure 10) explains the basic program flow of the
remote vacuum cleaner. The robot needs to be powered to run the motors and sensors; however, it
should not be powered all the time, which can drain the battery. A relay is used to avoid this
problem, and it is triggered when user requests Robot On. If user selects AutoMode, then the robot
avoids obstacles and moves automatically; otherwise it goes to the manual mode. These modes are
clearly explained below.
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Figure 10:

Working flowchart of Arduino board.

2.3.3 Manual Control

User has all the controls in hand in manual mode. To control the remote vacuum cleaner
manually, user can select the buttons presented in GUI. On each selection, a set of predefined
commands are passed to the robot. By the combination of these commands, the robot is designed
to perform multiple tasks like to move forward, backward, left or right with selected speed. The
four direction arrows indicate the four directions that the robot can move, and stop button is placed
in the middle of these four direction arrows to stop the robot movement. While turning it on, by
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default the robot is set in manual mode. However, user is allowed to change this to auto mode at
any time by selecting the AutoMode button in the GUI.

2.3.4 Auto Control

When user presses the Auto button (Figure 11), the relay attached will be turned on, and
the mobile unit switches to auto mode by powering all the sensors attached to it. For every 1
second, the front ultrasonic sensor uses sound to accurately detect objects and measure distances
from the robot. If there are no obstacles the robot will move forward with 25% of speed. If any
obstacles are found, then the ultrasonic sensor collects distances of obstacles from left and right
directions by the help of a servo motor attached to the pin number 12 of Arduino Uno. By
comparing those values, the robot takes its own path, and IR sensors also help to avoid objects.
The ultrasonic sensor attached at the backside will help to avoid damages while moving
backwards.

Figure 11:

AutoMode ON/OFF switch.

2.3.5 XBee Wireless Communication

To establish a wireless connection between experiment set-up and server, wireless
technologies like Bluetooth, XBee or WiFi are required. A simple XBee module pair can replace
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wires in serial communication and talk wirelessly with each other within 300Ft range. An XBee
shield can simplify the interfacing problem of an XBee module with Arduino Uno microcontroller
board. There are different XBee modules available in the market like series 1, series 2.5 and pro
versions. Only 3.3V, 50mAs are needed to enable XBee, and it works at 2.4 GHz with data rate of
250kbps. In this project, we have used XBee1mW Wire Antenna-Series1 module and receiver as
shown in the Figures 12 and 13.

Figure 12:

XBee on the mobile unit.

Figure 13:

XBee module on the server.

2.3.6 IP Camera

A camera is an important tool in remote laboratory development. While doing the
experiment, visualization is needed to observe and analyze results. To avoid delays, we are live
streaming the video on the remote laboratory website using an IP camera. This wireless camera
requires only 5V DC supply to enable it. It is mounted on the mobile unit to observe the floor.
Using a wireless connection for the camera allows user to move the camera around in the location
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by establishing a stable connection with the router. We used Foscam FI8910W wireless Pan/Tilt
indoor IP camera as shown in the Figure 14, which features wireless connectivity, motion detection
and night vision.

Figure 14:

IP camera.

To establish wireless connection for the first time, the administrator should select the
wireless settings in the device manager as shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15:

Wireless settings of IP camera.
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2.4 Server

To post a website into the internet cloud, we need a server. The functionality of a server is
to interact with the incoming guests and handle their requests. The operating system on the Server
plays a vital role in interfacing experiment set-up with the server. Linux operating system gives
the flexibility to use all the software tools and options from the terminal window; taking advantage
of this, we have chosen Linux operating system. Ubuntu version 14.10 is installed on a desktop
system before choosing the programming platform. UNIX systems also have a GUI similar to
Windows operating system. However, knowledge of UNIX commands is required for operations.
The number of visitors cannot be estimated, keeping this in mind, the minimum system
requirements to run a computer as server are: CPU must be 2.66 GHz 128 Cache or above, RAM
should be 2GB or above and minimum database space should be 10GB. In this project, we are
using Intel® Core™ i5-4440 CPU @ 3.10GHz × 4, 7GB RAM, 1TB data space.

2.4.1 Designing GUI

Designing the visual composition is an important task of creating remote laboratories. Its
goal is to improvise and enhance the visual experience between human eye and computer. As our
goal is to control the experiment through internet, HTML is a simple way to create GUI for web
pages. Adding CSS (cascaded style sheets) to the HTML, GUI improves the overall visual
experience. GUI contains all the input and output selection buttons and variables which can be
manipulated by the client. The Figure 16 shows the developed GUI and each selection button’s
function is clearly explained below.
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Figure 16:

Graphical User Interface of remote vacuum cleaner.

2.4.2 Starting the Server

To start the server, the Tornado Python script should be executed (Tornado, 2015). The
Figure 17 shows the program data flow in the server system. At the beginning of the program
Python takes all the modules required for the operation using import method. It tries to open the
serial port; it produces an error if the serial port is already being used or if the serial port mentioned
is not found. Once it opens the serial port it can communicate with the Arduino board. The server
script needs all the HTML/CSS files when a request is made from the client side. It loads all the
files before starting the server and whenever a request is made it will transfer the files to the client’s
browser as a webpage. It will exit and shows the error type messages if anything is wrong in the
procedure.
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Figure 17:

Program flow of Server.

2.4.3 Handling User Requests and Posting GUI on WEB

The provided website URL takes the user to a HTML page that contains all the GUI
controls of an experiment. Client can choose different inputs from the GUI and based on inputs
the server responds to the user. The program dataflow between the client and the server is show in
the Figure 18. The server establishes a new connection if any user enters the provided URL. It
waits until the user sends some input data. After getting an input from the user the HTML code
calls the Java script written in JQuery. JQuery assigns input request to a variable. Assigned variable
is passed to the Python server and the Python script compares the client’s input command with the
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pre-defined commands and if they are equal then Python sends the appropriate pre-defined
characters to the Arduino board. If the input command does not match with the pre-defined
commands then the Python can raise an error on the client’s web page as “404 not found” (Evan,
2013).

Figure 18:

Program flow for handling client request.
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2.5 Client PC

Client can control the remote vacuum cleaner from a remote area if he/she has an internet
connection. This remote laboratory method does not require any plug-ins to display the GUI; user
just needs a browser to connect the web. When user requests to control the experiment set- up
through a browser, the server redirects the user to the web page containing the GUI. User can
manipulate input and output parameters that are presented on the GUI. The functionality of each
parameter is explained below.

Robot ON/OFF: To save the battery power of remote vacuum cleaner robot, we placed a relays in
the hardware connections, which can be triggered ON/OFF by clicking this Robot ON/OFF button.
This relays act as a simple switch to turn on/off the power to the robot.

Auto/Manual Mode: While turning it _'on_, by default, the robot will be set in manual mode. User
can select two modes of operation (either auto mode or manual mode) by clicking this sliding
toggle button.

Vacuum ON/OFF: This is a simple toggle switch designed to turn on/off the power to the vacuum
system mounted on the robot.

Speed: This is a variable slider to control different speeds of the robot. The step size of this slider
is 25 because we don't observe much difference in single-step variation; rather it produces delay
in wireless communication. The maximum / minimum speed we can drive the robot is taken as
100 to 0 and it is divided into four steps. So the robot can move 25, 50, 75 and 100 % speeds.
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Danger Threshold Value: This is also a variable slider to control the sensor sensitivity to avoid the
obstacles in the auto mode. If user sets this parameter in manual mode and then switches to auto
mode, this sensitivity will apply to the front ultrasonic sensor. So user is given a chance to change
the obstacle avoidance sensitivity here. It varies from 30-150cm in a step size of 10cm.

Direction Panel: These are the direction controls of the robot, which can move forward, backward,
left, right and stop. User can either set the speed first and choose the direction next or select the
direction first and then choose the speed next.

Ultrasonic Value: To achieve two-way communications between user and the hardware, we just
provide this example. User can select left, right and center options to get the distance from the
robot to the nearest obstacle in that direction. The value in centimeters will be updated on the
website for every click.

CHAPTER 3
DESIGN OF REMOTE FLASH

3.1. Introduction

Every microcontroller needs to be programmed in order to perform different tasks. The
program instructions inside flash memory navigate the controller to perform pre-defined
operations and help to collect the outputs. To achieve expected outputs Arduino microcontroller
should be programmed as per the experiment set-up, for example, collecting the data from the
sensors and sending the signal pulses to the output devices in particular timing. Practically, the
software inside of controller plays a vital role because the system response completely depends on
the software. Remote flash is a technique that allows users to flash their own program into an
embedded system from a remote area (Pratyaks, 2013). In this chapter we will design an embedded
system which contains LCD, LEDs, Stepper Motor and seven segment LEDs to analyze remote
flash. Arduino is one of the best microcontrollers available in the market to design an embedded
system. We have taken an Arduino Uno to design this system and used Python software in the
server to handle the uploaded files.

3.2. Block Diagram

The system design can be divided into three main blocks: experiment set-up, server, and
client. The experiment set-up could be any combination of input and output devices such as
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LCD, LEDs, motors, and sensors. We have designed an embedded system with four different
output devices and they are LCD, LEDs, stepper motor and a seven-segment display as shown in
the block diagram (Figure 19).

Figure 19:

Block diagram of designed system.

A serial communication is established between the server and experiment set-up in order
to achieve remote flash. Python is one of the open-source software tools available in the market to
build a simple server. When a user uploads his/her program to the server, it should handle the
incoming files and store them in its database to process further for remote flash. A Python script
helps to handle the files and their names in the server. In this method, user does not need any plugins to operate and test the hardware parts from a remote area. Client PC just needs an internet
connection and the latest version browser like Firefox, Opera, Chrome, or Safari.

3.3. Experiment Set-up

The main idea of this research is to design a system that can be reprogrammable from
anywhere and anytime. We have used an Arduino Mega-2560 (Arduino Mega, 2014)
microcontroller board as an input/output device which can be programmable to achieve desired
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results. LCD, LEDS, stepper motor and seven-segment displays are attached to the Arduino Mega
input and output pins as shown in the Figure 20.

Figure 20:

Hardware connections of developed system.

The system is connected to a power source which generates 12Vand 1Amp. However, all
the components do not operate at 12V; some of them just need 5V. To regulate the voltage I have
used 7805 voltage regulator which takes 12V input and regulates it to 5V with current up to 1Amp.
Arduino microcontroller output pins just give 30 mA current and they are not designed to drive
heavy loads. In order to drive a stepper motor we need at least 500mA current. A L293D motor
driver IC is used to avoid the damage to the Arduino board and the connection is shown in the
above Figure 20. An IP camera is connected to the internet using an Ethernet cable and fixed on
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top of the system to view the real-time video while experimenting (Figure 21 and 22). The Power
LED on the system indicates the proper power connections.

Figure 21:

Mechanical design of developed system.
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Figure 22:

Final design of developed system.

3.4. Server

The server is a computer which handles all incoming visitors and responds to the users for
their inputs. This experiment mainly deals with uploading files, so CPU must be 2.66 GHz 128
cache or above, RAM should be 2GB or above and minimum database space should be 10GB.
Our server is installed with Ubuntu 14.10 version operating system rather than Windows, which
allows an easy access to the installed software tools from the terminal. Python is an open source
software which provides variety of modules to develop applications and is integrated into the
server. A Python script using Tornado module can turn any computer into a server. Taking the
advantage of Tornado module we designed a server and the further steps are explained below
(Tornado, 2015).
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3.4.1. Handling and Storing the Uploaded file

The procedure of remote flash can be divided into two parts: handling and storing the
uploaded file in the server database and uploading that file to the Arduino Mega (The Arduino
2560, 2014). When user tries to upload their own program to experiment on remote flash, the
server should handle with the file name, format and size of incoming file. If all of them are satisfied
as per the required then it should store the incoming file in the database for next steps. In order to
upload a file, user must have an upload option in the GUI. Upload procedure can be a PHP or a
HTML based on the designer knowledge. The steps to design an upload page (Figure 23) using
HTML are described below.

Figure 23:

Example of Upload page.

<form enctype="multipart/form-data" action="/upload" method="post">
File: <input type="file" name="file1" />
<input type="submit" value="upload" </form>

The security of incoming file is an important issue while dealing with internet. HTML
offers different encrypt methods to solve this issue. The browse button allows the user to choose a
file from user’s system. When user presses the Upload button the next step is to check the file
format and name of incoming file. The incoming file name should be the same as in the Python
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script. However users may not rename their files as in the instructions, so we need to process the
incoming file in Python to change its name and to check the file format. Arduino only take ‘.ino’formatted files in its flashing process. Once the incoming file is processed, it should be stored in a
particular folder by replacing the previously uploaded file.
file1 = self.request.files['file1'][0]
original_fname = file1['filename']
extension = ".ino"
fname = "blink"
final_filename= fname+extension
output_file = open("/home/sureshvakati/" + final_filename, 'w')
output_file.write(file1['body'])

AVRDUDE is one of the compiler tools available which helps to flash a file into an
Arduino board. There are different Arduino boards available in the market. While flashing the
recent stored file into the Arduino board, the specifications should be declared. AVRDUDE checks
these specifications and the port number in a text file named ‘Makefile’. For every flash we need
to create this Makefile in the same folder where the user’s file is stored. The Makefile should look
like as shown below.

BOARD_TAG = uno
ARDUINO_PORT = /dev/ttyACM0
ARDUINO_LIBS =
ARDUINO_DIR = /usr/share/arduino
include ../Arduino.mk
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By sending simple commands like ‘make’ and ‘make upload’ to the AVRDUDE from
Python, it starts compiling the recent program in the specified folder. ‘OS’ module allows Python
to manipulate the operating system features. The compiler returns errors if there are any syntax
errors; if not, it uploads the file to Arduino board. The success or failure messages should be
displayed back to the user. To do that we have to get the terminal procedure lines while it is
executing and save that as a text file. This will be the easiest way of showing the error messages
on the client’s browser. Last line of the below code does the same job; it takes all the lines of
terminal window into an outputfile.txt and saves it in a specific memory path of the server. The
outputfile.txt contains all the error messages and successful messages. Python Tornado server can
directly read the lines from the file and writes the data on the web page (Tornado, 2015).
os.system("make clean")
os.system("make")
os.system('sudo make upload 2>&1 | tee ~/outputfile.txt')

The ‘output’ text file is further filtered and processed to remove unwanted lines from it. Python
writes ‘Success’ message if there are no errors; otherwise it will display error line including the
error category and line number in user’s program (Figure 24 and 25).

Figure 24:

Failure message.
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Figure 25:

Success message.
3.5. Client PC

Client will be redirected to the GUI web page on a request to control. The GUI is
designed using HTML/ CSS as shown in Figure 26. To make users familiar with the remote flash,
we have provided four example programs which flash different programs on each selection.

Figure 26:

Developed GUI for remote flash.
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LCD Display: On click, a prewritten Arduino program to enable LCD will be flashed. This preprogram writes “Remote flash” and Counts seconds to the LCD. An example LCD image and
please wait message slides down as shown in the Figure 27.

Figure 27:

On click of LCD Display button.

LED Shift: On click, a prewritten program to enable LEDs shift from left to right will be flashed.
An example image of LEDs and please wait message slides down as shown in the Figure 28.

Figure 28:

On click of LED Shift button.
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Seven-Segment Display: On click, a prewritten Arduino program to display a countdown from 2016 in 7 segment display will be flashed. An example image of seven-segments display and please
wait message slides down as show in Figure 29.

Figure 29:

On click of Seven-Segment Display button.

Stepper Motor: On click, a prewritten Arduino program to move the stepper motor in clockwise
and anti-clockwise directions will be flashed. An example image of stepper motor and please wait
message slides down as shown in Figure 30.
Temperature: On click, a prewritten Arduino program gets 200 current temperature values and
writes them on client’s webpage. Every example program has temperature program to update the
current temperature within the GUI. One of the Analog pins is used for this temperature sensor.
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Figure 30:

On click of Stepper Motor button.

Reset Arduino: On click, a window shows a warning message “Resetting Arduino Please Wait” as
shown in the Figure 31 and then it erases the previously uploaded program from the Arduino board.
This is an important step to keep everything switched off before leaving the user’s session. This
helps to protect the Arduino board and other hardware components from internal heat and we can
also save some power until next user connects to it.

Figure 31:

Reset button action screen.

Refresh GUI: To refresh the GUI, one can click on the green circle shaped arrow, which is on the
left-top corner of GUI. It reloads the HTML page. This could help to update temperature readings.

Chapter 4
PYTHON VS. LABVIEW

4.1. Introduction

To design remote laboratories we need to develop software to run on a PC as an interface
between the experiment set-up and the client from remote area. The goal of this thesis is to maintain
the functionality of the remote laboratory the same even if we switch to different software tools.
At NIU there were some remote laboratories developed using LabVIEW. LabVIEW is a
development environment developed by National Instruments which is designed specifically for
engineers and scientists to accelerate the productivity by using their simple Graphical User
Interface syntax. However, the LabVIEW software is expensive to buy. This led to an interesting
way of implementing remote laboratories and that is using Python and HTML. Python is opensource software which is developed by the Python Software Foundation (Python, 2015). This
chapter mainly focuses on the advantages and limitations of Python and LabVIEW. However the
other approaches are also discussed in this chapter.
4.2. Python and Its Features

Python is one of the scripting languages available in the market for software development
particularly suited to internet applications. As Python software is an open-source tool, it has a wide
verity of modules, exceptions, high-level dynamic data types, classes and interfaces to huge
libraries. Python code tends to be more compact and more readable than MATLAB code and
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LabVIEW graphical program as Python determines the scope of a block based on its indentation.
Python incorporates dictionaries, which are like arrays, except that the index is not to be an integer.
Dictionaries are very popular in engineering and scientific programming because dictionary is an
efficient way to implement symbol table.
Python has a huge number of applications (Python.org/apps) and Python Package Index
has thousands of third-party modules for Python. Some of them are listed here. For Web and
internet development, Python offers many choices like Django, Pyramid, Flask, Bottle, Plone, and
djangoCMS. Python is also widely used in scientific engineering and numeric computing. It has
SciPy, Pandas, and Ipython modules for mathematics, science and engineering fields. Python is
also used in designing desktop UIs and software development.
4.3. List of Tools Required and Their Economic Analysis
In order to install LabVIEW, we should follow a particular order while installing because
its individual pieces work together. The installation order should be like this: development system,
software toolkits and modules and hardware drivers. The development system is the base
LabVIEW platform onto which everything is installed so it should be installed first and toolkits
and modules added in proper places depends on the version of base development system. Finally
drivers are installed in proper places to execute toolkits and modules. There are four different
evolution paths of LabVIEW available in the market: Control any instrument on any bus, Build
data acquisition or automated test systems, design real-time or FPGA-based systems, and students
and educators. Based on these versions LabVIEW prices vary; however, the professional
LabVIEW development kit costs around 4000 dollars which is a lot.
Python is open-source software developed by Python Software Foundation and it is
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completely free to any user. It is compatible with all different Operating Systems available in the
market. Python is a widely used high-level language and it has many standard libraries that can be
useful for developing applications. The design of Python allows user to install various modules
and libraries based on their application. Python can also be easily integrated into the applications
that needed programmable interface. When compared with LabVIEW, installation of Python is
easier for any operating system and it is also completely free package unlike LabVIEW.
4.4. Complexity of System Design
LabVIEW’s graphical approach allows user to design applications by just dragging and
dropping pre-designed virtual representations of equipment. Designing GUI in the LabVIEW’s
front panel is simple and easier when compared with Python because writing lines of code is more
difficult than drag and drop method. LabVIEW is particularly designed to compile and process
engineering-related applications, so it includes extensive device-specific drivers to control
instruments, interfacing devices and cameras, whereas Python doesn’t have dedicated engineering
drivers. However any Python programmer can customize based on their application, which leads
the complexity of design. While designing applications LabVIEW provides built-in support for
hardware and software platforms but a Python designer can only get support from the developer
forums. Python does not have built-in handlers to control the incoming requests when the
experiment is being used, whereas LabVIEW is designed to handle incoming requests.
Debugging the program in Python feels like tracking a spider web with multiple lines.
LabVIEW has lot of debugging options while designing and LabVIEW program doesn’t fail at
any situation. Understanding the other programmers’ application is easy because it’s not lines of
code. LabVIEW also provides the visual experience on how the data flows between the blocks
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while the application is running and it is easy to add extra blocks and buttons in the GUI.
In conclusion, LabVIEW comes with less complexity while designing applications when
compared with Python (Python, 2015).

4.5. Client Browser Tools
The main drawback of the LabVIEW is it requires run-time engine to be installed on any
target computer. For any language a run-time library is required to use standard controls and these
library tools are provided in common languages such as C. However, the LabVIEW’s run-time
engine has to be particularly installed by the system user or administrator. This leads to the problem
on client side when specifically client does not have permissions to install additional files to their
PC.
Python does not require any plug-ins or run-time engines on client’s PC. Everything works
on webpage which is built with HTML/CSS. Client just requires modern updated browsers like
Firefox, Google Chrome, Safari, Opera, etc.
4.6. Graphical User Interface and Security
Graphical User Interface is a visual interaction between user and application. LabVIEW
has plenty of GUI widgets that a programmer can drag and drop into his/her programming
environment. However programmer cannot customize and distinguish the look of GUI from other
designers. Graphical User Interface using either Python or HTML can be customizable and
distinguishable from other designers. It requires a lot of work in order to develop beautiful GUI.
Designer has to design each and every element in the GUI;, there are no designs built inside to
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drag and drop like LabVIEW.
LabVIEW doesn’t have any secure login for web publishing tool and it should be added by
another computer programmer before putting on the server. On the other hand, Python has different
modules to add extra protection to the GUI, but it requires knowledge of various internet protocols.
Python also provides third-party authentication from Google, Facebook or Twitter.
4.7. Performance and Other Approaches
LabVIEW is a big program that requires a lot of memory space in the server and to process
incoming data the server needs huge RAM. On the other side, Python doesn’t need to run all its
modules for every request, so it does not require more memory. There are so many other
approaches of implementing remote laboratories: Internet School Experimental System,
MATLAB, Simulink and iLab shared architecture. All these methods use different technologies in
order to integrate hardware experiment to the internet (Esche, 2012). Based on the technology
used, the performance, speed, and efficiency are going to change, but the goal of remote
laboratories remains the same.

CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
This process of designing a remote laboratory involves understanding different software
and hardware tools. It also provides the detailed explanation of designing steps, integrating
software tools and technical issues while designing these remote laboratories. This paper also
analyzes the performance characteristics and limitations of this design comparing with the existing
LabVIEW models.
The remote vacuum cleaner is one of the remote laboratory products designed to clean the
floor from a remote place. To simplify the design the Arduino microcontroller board is used. To
do the vacuum, a DC vacuum cleaner is attached to the robot and the control is given in the GUI.
To establish a wireless connection an XBee module is used, so the robot can clean up to 100 meters
from the server without terminating the connection. The Graphical User Interface is designed using
HTML/CSS to make the operation easier for the client. This robot can move in two different
modes: Auto mode and Manual mode. An IP camera is mounted on the robot to monitor the realtime video.
The remote flash is an extraordinary thought from Dr. Azad which helps the students to
develop their Arduino programming skills. An application board is developed using an Arduino
microcontroller and the students are given a chance to play with the application board by uploading
their own program from a remote area. The students can experiment and observe the working
procedures of LCD, LED, seven-segment display and stepper motor. The GUI is
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designed using HTML/CSS reveals, four simple programs that help students to understand the
working examples. An IP camera is mounted on the application board to observe the changes and
to monitor the whole system.
These two designs are integrated in NIU remote laboratory websites with the help of a
graduate computer science engineer, Partha Saradhi. However the access is limited only to the
users who have an account with NIU remote laboratory website.

CHAPTER 6
FUTURE WORK
The main idea of this thesis was to design a remote laboratory without using expensive
tools like LabVIEW and MATLAB. This thesis work involved in designing two engineering
systems: remote vacuum cleaner and remote flash. They were designed using different opensource software tools like Python, HTML, CSS, JAVA, and JQuery. The designed engineering
systems were just prototypes and these can be modified in the future in order to achieve
professional design and results. In this thesis work the remote flash design was just made to
experiment on four electronic devices: LCD, LED, seven segment display and stepper motor. In
the future one can develop more application boards to test the remote flash feature and they could
be useful for Arduino lab course. Current research doesn’t include any time schedules or queue
methods to control the experiments. One in the future can arrange timers for each connection and
establish a queue mechanism.
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ARDUINO MICROCONTROLLER BOARD
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Arduino Uno: The Arduino Uno has an ATmega328 microcontroller board on it. It has 14
digital input/output pins, 6 analog inputs labeled A0 through A5, each of which provide 10 bits of
resolution (i.e. 1024 different values).

Figure 32:

Arduino Uno R3 Front.

Table 1:

Figure 33:

Arduino Uno R3 back.

Arduino Uno Specifications.

Microcontroller

ATmega328

Operating Voltage

5V

Input Voltage (recommended)

7-12V

Digital I/O Pins

14 (of which 6 provide PWM output)

Analog Input Pins

6

DC Current per I/O Pin

40 mA

DC Current for 3.3V Pin

50 mA

Flash Memory

32 KB (ATmega328) of which 0.5 KB used by
bootloader

EEPROM

1 KB (ATmega328)

Clock Speed

16 MHz
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Arduino Mega 2560: The Arduino Mega has 54 digital input/ output pins (14 PMW, 16 analog
inputs, 4 UARTs). It has 16 MHz crystal oscillator, a power jack and a USB connection. It is
based on ATmega1280.

Figure 34:
Table 2:

Arduino Mega microcontroller board.
Arduino Mega Specifications.

Microcontroller

ATmega1280

Operating Voltage

5V

Input Voltage (recommended)

7-12V

Input Voltage (limits)

6-20V

Digital I/O Pins

54 (of which 15 provide PWM output)

Analog Input Pins

16

DC Current per I/O Pin

40mA

DC Current for 3.3V Pin

50mA

Flash Memory

128 KB of which 4 KB used by bootloader

SRAM

8 KB

EEPROM

4 KB

Clock Speed

16 MHz

Appendix B:
STEPPER MOTOR AND DRIVERS
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Stepper Motor:
A stepper motor is a motor that divides a full rotation into a number of equal steps. As the
name suggests the stepper motor moves in distinct steps during its rotation. The each step is known
as a step angle. If it takes four steps to make a complete rotation of 360 degrees then the step angle
is 90 degrees. The unique torque characteristics of the stepper motor make it ideal for industrial
applications. There are two types of basic winding arrangements available for the electromagnetic
coils in a two-phase stepper motors: bipolar and unipolar. Unipolar motors only allow current flow
in half the winding while bipolar offers the bidirectional current flow. The main advantage of
stepper motor is even at lower revolutions per minute stepper motor can give higher torque than
the DC motor. However, a microcontroller cannot drive these stepper motors. An extra stepper
motor driver is needed to run and to control the step angles. The Figure 35 shows the stepper motor
we have used for this project.

Figure 35:

Stepper motor
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Stepper Motor Driver: Stepper motor cannot be driven by microcontroller alone; it needs a driver
to pass the required current. We have used R208 Micro stepping driver. It operates from +12 to
24VDC, current range from 0.35 to 2 amps. Connections are shown below.

Figure 36:

Specifications of R208 stepper motor driver.

Figure 37:

R208 stepper motor driver.

Appendix C
ULTRASONIC AND INFRA-RED SENSORS
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Ultrasonic Sensors: The easiest method of distance measurement is using ultrasonic sensors. It
ranges approximately from 1 inch to 10 feet. The operating power voltage is +5VDC, and the
current required is 35 mA. Ultrasonic sensor sends a pulse and waits for the echo return pulse. The
sensor measures the time required for the echo return; microcontroller calculates the distance based
on the return value.

IR Sensor: The basic principle of operation of an infra-red sensor is based on the infra-red light
that is reflected when hitting an obstacle. An IR receiver collects the reflected light and the voltage
varies based on the amount of light received. Different applications include object detection and
color detection. Figures 38 and 39 show the ultrasonic sensor and IR sensor.

Figure 38:

Figure 39:

Ultrasonic sensor.

IR sensor.

Appendix D
REMOTE VACUUM CLEANER CODE
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//**************************************************************
***************************************************//
//Initializing variables and header files
#include <SoftwareSerial.h>
#include <Servo.h>
int Dir1 = 7;
int Pulse1 = 8;
int trigger1=A0;
int trigger2=A1;
int LeftIRvalue=0;
int RightIRvalue=0;
int Dir2 = 5;
int Pulse2 = 6;
char x;
char y;
char z;
char x2;
char x5;
long int threshold;
int i;
char vacu;
char ultrasonic;
long duration;
long reverseping;
const int pingPin = 10;
const int pingPin1 = 4;
const int irPin = 0;
int leftDistance, rightDistance,center;
Servo panMotor;
int dangerThresh = 70;
int dangerThresh1 = 50;
SoftwareSerial XBee(2, 3);
//**************************************************************
***************************************************//
//defining pins as Input/Output
void setup()
{
pinMode(Dir1, OUTPUT);
pinMode(Dir2, OUTPUT);
pinMode(Pulse1, OUTPUT);
pinMode(Pulse2, OUTPUT);
pinMode(trigger1, OUTPUT);
digitalWrite(trigger1, HIGH);
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pinMode(trigger2, OUTPUT);
digitalWrite(trigger2, HIGH);
panMotor.attach(11);
panMotor.write(90);
XBee.begin(9600);
Serial.begin(9600);
}
//**************************************************************
***************************************************//
// Auto mode pogram//
void autoMode()
{
digitalWrite(Dir1, HIGH);
digitalWrite(Dir2, LOW);
while(1)
{
if (XBee.available())
{
x5=XBee.read();
if (x5=='c' || x5=='d')
{
vacu=x5;
}
if (x5=='m')
{
manual();
break;
}
}
vaccontrol();
}

}
//**************************************************************
***************************************************//
//program for vacuum control while in Automode//
void vaccontrol()
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{
LeftIRvalue=analogRead(A4);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, HIGH);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, HIGH);
pinMode(pingPin, OUTPUT);
digitalWrite(pingPin, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(2);
digitalWrite(pingPin, HIGH);
delayMicroseconds(5);
digitalWrite(pingPin, LOW);
pinMode(pingPin, INPUT);
duration = pulseIn(pingPin, HIGH);
int distanceFwd = duration / 29 / 2;
RightIRvalue=analogRead(A5);
Serial.print("Right Value: ");
Serial.print(RightIRvalue);
Serial.print(" " );
Serial.print("left value: ");
Serial.print(LeftIRvalue);
if(XBee.available())
{
scan();
}
else
{ scan();
if(distanceFwd<dangerThresh || LeftIRvalue>200
|| RightIRvalue>200 )
{
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(2000);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(900);
panMotor.write(0);
delay(500);
pinMode(pingPin, OUTPUT);
digitalWrite(pingPin, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(2);
digitalWrite(pingPin, HIGH);
delayMicroseconds(5);
digitalWrite(pingPin, LOW);
pinMode(pingPin, INPUT);
duration = pulseIn(pingPin, HIGH);
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rightDistance = duration / 29 / 2;
delay(500);
scan();
panMotor.write(180);
delay(900);
pinMode(pingPin, OUTPUT);
digitalWrite(pingPin, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(2);
digitalWrite(pingPin, HIGH);
delayMicroseconds(5);
digitalWrite(pingPin, LOW);
pinMode(pingPin, INPUT);
duration = pulseIn(pingPin, HIGH);
leftDistance = duration / 29 / 2;
delay(500);
panMotor.write(90);
delay(100);
scan();
compareDistance();
}
else
{
digitalWrite(Dir1, HIGH);
digitalWrite(Dir2, LOW);
for (i=0;i<=50;i++)
{digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(4600);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, HIGH);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, HIGH);
delayMicroseconds(4600);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(4600);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, HIGH);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, HIGH);
delayMicroseconds(4400);
scan();
}
}
}
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}
//**************************************************************
***************************************************//
// looking for user inputs //
void scan()
{
if(XBee.available())
{ x2= XBee.read();
if(x2=='m')
{
digitalWrite(Dir1, HIGH);
digitalWrite(Dir2, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(900);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(900);
digitalWrite(trigger2, HIGH);
manual() ;
}
if(x2=='b')
{
digitalWrite(trigger1, HIGH);
delay(10);
digitalWrite(trigger2, HIGH);
}
if(x2=='e')
{
digitalWrite(trigger1, LOW);
}
if (x2=='c' || x2=='d')
{
vacu=x2;
autoMode();
}
vac();
}
}
//**************************************************************
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***************************************************//
//vaccum on/off control//
void vac()
{
if(vacu=='c')
{
digitalWrite(trigger2, LOW);
}
if(vacu=='d')
{
digitalWrite(trigger2, HIGH);
}
}
//**************************************************************
***************************************************//
//sensor values comparision program//
void compareDistance()
{
if (leftDistance>rightDistance) //if left is less obstructed
{
for(i=0; i<=280;i++)
{vac();
if (i==1 || i==50 || i==100 || i==150 || i==200 ||
i==250 || i==279)
{
reverseping=ping1();
}
else
{
if(reverseping>dangerThresh1)
{
digitalWrite(Dir1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Dir2, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, HIGH);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, HIGH);
delayMicroseconds(4600);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(4600);
vac();
}
else
{
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
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digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(2000);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(900);
vac();
}
}
}
}
else if (rightDistance>leftDistance) //if right is less
obstructed
{
for(i=0; i<=280;i++)
{
if (i==1 || i==50 || i==100 || i==150 || i==200 ||
i==250 || i==279 )
{
reverseping=ping1();
}
else
{
if(reverseping>dangerThresh1)
{
digitalWrite(Dir1, HIGH);
digitalWrite(Dir2, HIGH);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, HIGH);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, HIGH);
delayMicroseconds(4600);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(4600);
}
else
{
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(2000);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(900);
}
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}
}
}
else
{
for(i=0; i<=500;i++)
{
if (i==1 || i==100 || i==200 || i==300 || i==400 ||
i==500 )
{
reverseping=ping1();
}
else
{
if(reverseping>dangerThresh1)
{
digitalWrite(Dir1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Dir2, HIGH);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, HIGH);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(4600);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(4600);
}
else
{
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(2000);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(900);
}
}
}
}
scan();
}
//**************************************************************
***************************************************//
//ultrasonic sensor program//
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long ping1()
{ pinMode(pingPin1, OUTPUT);
digitalWrite(pingPin1, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(2);
digitalWrite(pingPin1, HIGH);
delayMicroseconds(5);
digitalWrite(pingPin1, LOW);
pinMode(pingPin1, INPUT);
duration = pulseIn(pingPin1, HIGH);
return duration / 29 / 2;
}
//**************************************************************
***************************************************//
//manual mode function//
void manual()
{
Serial.begin(9600);
while(1)
{
if(XBee.available())
{
x= XBee.read();
Serial.write(XBee.read());
delay(1);
if (x=='A'|| x=='B' || x=='C'|| x=='D' || x=='S' || x=='a'||
x=='b'|| x=='e'
)
{
y=x;
Serial.print(y);
}
if (x=='2' || x=='3' || x=='4'|| x=='5' || x=='0' )
{
z=x;
}
if(x=='c'|| x=='d')
{
vacu=x;
}
if (x=='U' || x=='R' || x=='E')
{ultrasonic=x;}
if(x=='@')
{
dangerThresh = 50;
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}
if(x=='#')
{
dangerThresh
}
if(x=='$')
{
dangerThresh
}
if(x=='%')
{
dangerThresh
}
if(x=='^')
{
dangerThresh
}
if(x=='&')
{
dangerThresh
}
if(x=='*')
{
dangerThresh
}
if(x=='(')
{
dangerThresh
}
if(x==')')
{
dangerThresh
}
if(x=='_')
{
dangerThresh
}
if(x=='+')
{
dangerThresh
}

= 60;

= 70;

= 80;

= 90;

= 100;

= 110;

= 120;

= 130;

= 140;

= 150;

}
if (ultrasonic=='R')
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{
panMotor.write(0);
delay(700);
pinMode(pingPin, OUTPUT);
digitalWrite(pingPin, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(2);
digitalWrite(pingPin, HIGH);
delayMicroseconds(5);
digitalWrite(pingPin, LOW);
pinMode(pingPin, INPUT);
duration = pulseIn(pingPin, HIGH);
rightDistance = duration / 29 / 2; //scan to the right
XBee.println(String(rightDistance));
delay(1);
ultrasonic=4;
}
if (ultrasonic=='U')
{
delay(700);
panMotor.write(180);
delay(700);
pinMode(pingPin, OUTPUT);
digitalWrite(pingPin, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(2);
digitalWrite(pingPin, HIGH);
delayMicroseconds(5);
digitalWrite(pingPin, LOW);
pinMode(pingPin, INPUT);
duration = pulseIn(pingPin, HIGH);
leftDistance = duration / 29 / 2;
XBee.println(String(leftDistance));
delay(1);
ultrasonic=4;
}
if (ultrasonic=='E')
{
delay(700);
panMotor.write(90);
delay(700);
pinMode(pingPin, OUTPUT);
digitalWrite(pingPin, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(2);
digitalWrite(pingPin, HIGH);
delayMicroseconds(5);
digitalWrite(pingPin, LOW);
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pinMode(pingPin, INPUT);
duration = pulseIn(pingPin, HIGH);
delay(1);
ultrasonic=4;
center = duration / 29 / 2;
XBee.println(String(center));
delay(1);
ultrasonic=4;
}
if((y=='A') && (z=='2'))
{
while(!XBee.available())
{
LeftIRvalue=analogRead(A4);
RightIRvalue=analogRead(A5);
if (LeftIRvalue>250 || RightIRvalue>250 )
{
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(600);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(900);
}
else
{
digitalWrite(Dir1, HIGH);
digitalWrite(Dir2, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, HIGH);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, HIGH);
delayMicroseconds(4600);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(4600);
vac();
}}
}
if ((y=='A') && (z=='3'))
{
while(!XBee.available())
{
LeftIRvalue=analogRead(A4);
RightIRvalue=analogRead(A5);
if (LeftIRvalue>250 || RightIRvalue>250 )
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{
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(600);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(900);
}
else
{
digitalWrite(Dir1, HIGH);
digitalWrite(Dir2, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, HIGH);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, HIGH);
delayMicroseconds(4200);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(4200);
vac();
}}
}
if((y=='A') & (z=='4'))
{
while(!XBee.available())
{
LeftIRvalue=analogRead(A4);
RightIRvalue=analogRead(A5);
if (LeftIRvalue>250 || RightIRvalue>250 )
{
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(600);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(900);
}
else
{
digitalWrite(Dir1, HIGH);
digitalWrite(Dir2, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, HIGH);
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digitalWrite(Pulse2, HIGH);
delayMicroseconds(3800);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(3800);
vac();
}}
}
if((y=='A') && (z=='5'))
{
while(!XBee.available())
{
LeftIRvalue=analogRead(A4);
RightIRvalue=analogRead(A5);
if (LeftIRvalue>250 || RightIRvalue>250 )
{
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(600);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(900);
}
else
{
digitalWrite(Dir1, HIGH);
digitalWrite(Dir2, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, HIGH);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, HIGH);
delayMicroseconds(3200);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(3200);
vac();
}}
}
if((y=='B') && (z=='2'))
{
while(!XBee.available())
{for(i=0;i<=1000;i++)
{
if(i==0 || i==100|| i==300|| i==500|| i==700||i==900)
{
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reverseping=ping1();
}
if(reverseping>dangerThresh1)
{
digitalWrite(Dir1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Dir2, HIGH);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, HIGH);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, HIGH);
delayMicroseconds(4600);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(4600);
if(XBee.available())
{
break;
}
vac();
}
else
{
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(600);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(900);
}
if(XBee.available())
{
break;
}
}
}
}
if ((y=='B') && (z=='3'))
{
while(!XBee.available())
{
for(i=0;i<=1000;i++)
{
if(i==0 || i==100|| i==300|| i==500|| i==700||i==900)
{
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reverseping=ping1();
}
if(reverseping>dangerThresh1)
{
digitalWrite(Dir1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Dir2, HIGH);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, HIGH);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, HIGH);
delayMicroseconds(4200);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(4200);
vac();
}
else
{
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(600);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(900);
}
if(XBee.available())
{
break;
}}
}}
if((y=='B') & (z=='4'))
{
while(!XBee.available())
{
for(i=0;i<=1000;i++)
{
if(i==0 || i==100|| i==300|| i==500|| i==700||i==900)
{
reverseping=ping1();
}
if(reverseping>dangerThresh1)
{
digitalWrite(Dir1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Dir2, HIGH);
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digitalWrite(Pulse1, HIGH);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, HIGH);
delayMicroseconds(3800);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(3800);
vac();
}
else
{
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(600);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(900);
}
if(XBee.available())
{
break;
}}
}}
if((y=='B') && (z=='5'))
{
while(!XBee.available())
{
for(i=0;i<=1000;i++)
{
if(i==0 || i==100|| i==300|| i==500|| i==700||i==900)
{
reverseping=ping1();
}
if(reverseping>dangerThresh1)
{
digitalWrite(Dir1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Dir2, HIGH);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, HIGH);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, HIGH);
delayMicroseconds(3200);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
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delayMicroseconds(3200);
vac();
}
else
{
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(600);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(900);
}
if(XBee.available())
{
break;
}
}}
}
if((y=='C') && (z=='2'))
{
while(!XBee.available())
{
LeftIRvalue=analogRead(A4);
RightIRvalue=analogRead(A5);
if (LeftIRvalue>250 || RightIRvalue>250 )
{
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(600);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(900);
}
else
{
digitalWrite(Dir1, HIGH);
digitalWrite(Dir2, HIGH);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, HIGH);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(4600);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
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digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(4600);
vac();
}}
}
if ((y=='C') && (z=='3'))
{
while(!XBee.available())
{
LeftIRvalue=analogRead(A4);
RightIRvalue=analogRead(A5);
if (LeftIRvalue>250 || RightIRvalue>250 )
{
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(600);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(900);
}
else
{
digitalWrite(Dir1, HIGH);
digitalWrite(Dir2, HIGH);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, HIGH);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(4200);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(4200);
vac();
}}
}
if((y=='C') & (z=='4'))
{
while(!XBee.available())
{
LeftIRvalue=analogRead(A4);
RightIRvalue=analogRead(A5);
if (LeftIRvalue>250 || RightIRvalue>250 )
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{
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(600);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(900);
}
else
{
digitalWrite(Dir1, HIGH);
digitalWrite(Dir2, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, HIGH);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(3800);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(3800);
vac();
}}
}
if((y=='C') && (z=='5'))
{
while(!XBee.available())
{
LeftIRvalue=analogRead(A4);
RightIRvalue=analogRead(A5);
if (LeftIRvalue>250 || RightIRvalue>250 )
{
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(600);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(900);
}
else{
digitalWrite(Dir1, HIGH);
digitalWrite(Dir2, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, HIGH);
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digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(3200);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(3200);
vac();
}}
}
if((y=='D') && (z=='2'))
{
while(!XBee.available())
{
LeftIRvalue=analogRead(A4);
RightIRvalue=analogRead(A5);
if (LeftIRvalue>250 || RightIRvalue>250 )
{
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(600);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(900);
}
else
{
digitalWrite(Dir1, HIGH);
digitalWrite(Dir2, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, HIGH);
delayMicroseconds(4600);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(4600);
vac();
}}
}
if ((y=='D') && (z=='3'))
{
while(!XBee.available())
{
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LeftIRvalue=analogRead(A4);
RightIRvalue=analogRead(A5);
if (LeftIRvalue>250 || RightIRvalue>250 )
{
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(600);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(900);
}
else
{
digitalWrite(Dir1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Dir2, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, HIGH);
delayMicroseconds(4200);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(4200);
vac();
}}
}
if((y=='D') & (z=='4'))
{
while(!XBee.available())
{
LeftIRvalue=analogRead(A4);
RightIRvalue=analogRead(A5);
if (LeftIRvalue>250 || RightIRvalue>250 )
{
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(600);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(900);
}
else
{
digitalWrite(Dir1, LOW);
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digitalWrite(Dir2, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, HIGH);
delayMicroseconds(3800);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(3800);
vac();
}}
}
if((y=='D') && (z=='5'))
{
while(!XBee.available())
{
LeftIRvalue=analogRead(A4);
RightIRvalue=analogRead(A5);
if (LeftIRvalue>250 || RightIRvalue>250 )
{
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(600);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(900);
}
else{
digitalWrite(Dir1, HIGH);
digitalWrite(Dir2, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, HIGH);
delayMicroseconds(3200);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(3200);
vac();
}}
}
if(y=='S' || (z=='0'))
{
while(!XBee.available())
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{
digitalWrite(Dir1, HIGH);
digitalWrite(Dir2, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(600);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(900);
vac();
z='@';
y='#';
}
}
if(y=='a')
{
digitalWrite(Dir1, HIGH);
digitalWrite(Dir2, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(900);
digitalWrite(Pulse1, LOW);
digitalWrite(Pulse2, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(900);
y='*';
autoMode();
}
if(y=='b')
{
digitalWrite(trigger1, HIGH);
digitalWrite(trigger2, HIGH);
}
vac();
if(y=='e')
{
delay(0.1);
digitalWrite(trigger1, LOW);
delay(0.1);
}
vac();
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}
}

//**************************************************************
***************************************************//
// loop funtion//
void loop()
{
if(XBee.available())
{
char x1= XBee.read();
if(x1=='e')
{
digitalWrite(trigger1, LOW);
}
if(x1=='a')
{
autoMode();
}
if(x1=='m')
{
manual();
}
if(x1=='b')
{
digitalWrite(trigger1, HIGH);
digitalWrite(trigger2, HIGH);
}
}
}
//**************************************************************
***************************************************//

Appendix E
GUI CODE FOR REMOTE VACUUM CLEANER
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//**************************************************************
***************************************************//
<!DOCTYPE html >
<html >
<head>
<script type="text/javascript" src="jquery.js"></script>
<script type="text/javascript" src="Buttonsstyle.js"></script>
<meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initialscale=1">
<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css "href="Style.css">
<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css "href="Style1.css">
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=UTF8"/>
<script>
//**************************************************************
***************************************************//
function serverResponded( data )
{console.log( data );}
$(document).ready( function() {
$("#Square1").bind('click',function() {
$(this).toggleClass('On').toggleClass('Off')
if ($(this).hasClass('On'))
{
params = { op: "AutoOFF" };
$.getJSON( 'http://10.158.161.6:8888/com' , params,
serverResponded );
}
else
{
params = { op: "AutoON" };
$.getJSON( 'http://10.158.161.6:8888/com' , params,
serverResponded );
}
});
//**************************************************************
***************************************************//
$("#Square2").bind('click',function() {
$(this).toggleClass('On').toggleClass('Off')
if ($(this).hasClass('On'))
{
params = { op: "AutoOFF" };
$.getJSON( 'http://10.158.161.6:8888/com' , params,
serverResponded );
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}
else
{
params = { op: "AutoON" };
$.getJSON( 'http://10.158.161.6:8888/com' , params,
serverResponded );
}
});
//**************************************************************
***************************************************//
$("#Round").bind('click',function() {
$(this).toggleClass('On').toggleClass('Off')
if ($(this).hasClass('On'))
{
params = { op: "AutoOFF" };
$.getJSON( 'http://10.158.161.13:8888/com' , params,
serverResponded );
}
else
{
params = { op: "AutoON" };
$.getJSON( 'http://10.158.161.6:8888/com' , params,
serverResponded );
}
});
//**************************************************************
***************************************************//
$('#Forward').click( function() {
params = { op: "Forward" };
$.getJSON( 'http://10.158.161.13:8888/com' , params,
serverResponded );
});
$('#Backward').click( function() {
params = { op: "Backward" };
$.getJSON( 'http://10.158.161.13:8888/com' , params,
serverResponded );
});
$('#Left').click( function() {
params = { op: "Left" };
$.getJSON( 'http://10.158.161.13:8888/com' , params,
serverResponded );
});
$('#Right').click( function() {
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params = { op: "Right" };
$.getJSON( 'http://10.158.161.13:8888/com' , params,
serverResponded );
});
$('#Stop').click( function() {
params = { op: "Stop" };
$.getJSON( 'http://10.158.161.13:8888/com' , params,
serverResponded );
});
//**************************************************************
***************************************************//
$('#Speed').on('change',function() {
A=$(this).val();
if(A=='0')
{params={op: "ZO"}};
if(A=='25')
{params={op: "TF"}};
if(A=='50')
{params={op: "SE"}};
if(A=='100')
{params={op: "HD"}};
$.getJSON( 'http://10.158.161.13:8888/com' , params,
serverResponded );
});
$(':checkbox').iphoneStyle({
checkedLabel: 'YES',
uncheckedLabel: 'NO'
});
});
</script>
//**************************************************************
***************************************************//
<style>
</style>
</head>
<body>
<div id="header1">
<title> </title>
<h1>Remote Laboratories</h1>
</div>
</div>
<div id= "header2">
</div>
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<div id="section" >
<div id="divTable" >
<table border=1px float="right" width=100% cellpadding="5">
<tr>
<th> <p>Robot ON/OFF</p>
<div id="MainContainer">
<div id="Square1"class="Switch Off">
<div class="Toggle"></div>
<span class="Off" align="center">off</span>
<span class="On">on</span>
</div>
<div style="margin: 20px 0px;"></div>
</div></th>
//**************************************************************
***************************************************//
<th colspan ="3" >
<div id="header">
<title> </title>
<h3>Python Controlled Robot GUI</h3>
</div></th>
<th><p>AutoMode</p><div id="Square2"class="Switch Off">
<div class="Toggle"></div>
<span class="Off" align="center">off</span>
<span class="On">on</span>
</div>
<div style="margin: 20px 0px;"></div>
</div>
</th>
<td rowspan="2">
<p>Video for the Remote vacuum cleaner</p>
<iframe width="320" height="240" float= "right"
src="http://10.158.160.27:8000/webvideo.html">
</iframe>
</td>
</tr>
<tr><th>
<label for="points"><strong>Speed</strong></label>
<input type="range" name="points" id="Speed" value="0" min="0"
max="100" step="25" data-show-value="true">
</th>
<th> </th>
<th><input type="image" id="Forward" src="up.png" alt="Submit"
height="105"> </th>
<th></th><th><input type=button
id="hom"onClick="parent.location='flash.html'"
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value='RemoteFalsh'> </th>
<td colspan="3">
</td>
</tr>
<tr><th>
<th> <input type="image" id="Left" src="left.jpg" alt="Submit"
height="80" >&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</th>
<th> <input type="image" id="Stop" src="stop.png" alt="Submit"
height="80" "></th>
<th>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;<input type="image"
id="Right"src="right.png" alt="Submit" height="80" "></th>
<th><input type=button id="hoe"value='Reset-Arduino'></th>
<th rowspan="2">
<iframe width="320" height="240" float= "right"
src="http://10.158.161.3:200/videostream.cgi?user=azad&pwd=azad"
>
</iframe>
<p>Video for the Remote flash</p>
</th>
</tr>
<tr><th>
</th>
<th> </th>
<th><input type="image" id="Backward"src="down.png" alt="Submit"
height="100" "></th>
<th>
</th>
<th>
<p>vacuum On/Off</p><div id="Round" class="Switch Round Off">
<div class="Toggle"></div>
</div>
</th>
<td >
</td>
</tr>
<tr>
</tr>
</table>
</div>
<div id="footer">
&nbsp;www.niu.edu
</div>
</body>
</html>

Appendix F
GUI DESIGN FOR ARDUINO REMOTE FLASH
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//**************************************************************
***************************************************//
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head >
<link rel="icon" href="pic_Fanoff.jpg" type="image/jpg"
sizes="16x16">
<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css "href="flash.css">
<script
src="http://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/jquery/1.11.2/jquery.m
in.js"></script>
<script>
//**************************************************************
***************************************************//
function serverResponded( data )
{console.log( data );}
$(document).ready(function(){
$("#Flash").click(function(){
$("#slideShowImages").slideUp("slow");
$("#panel1").slideDown("slow");
$("#panel").slideDown("slow");
});
});
$(document).ready(function(){
$("#LCD").click( function() {
$("#slideShowImages").slideUp("slow");
$("#panel1").slideUp("slow");
$("#panel").slideUp("slow");
params = { op: "LCD" };
$.getJSON( 'http://10.158.161.13:8889/com' , params,
serverResponded );
myVar =
setTimeout(function(){$("#LCDs").slideDown("slow");},10)
myVar =
setTimeout(function(){$("#LCDs").slideUp("slow");},10000)
myVar =
setTimeout(function(){$("#panel2").slideDown("slow");},12000)
myVar =
setTimeout(function(){$("#panel2").slideUp("slow");},16000)
});
});
$(document).ready(function(){
$("#LED").click( function() {
$("#slideShowImages").slideUp("slow");
$("#panel1").slideUp("slow");
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$("#panel").slideUp("slow");
params = { op: "LED" };
$.getJSON( 'http://10.158.161.13:8889/com' , params,
serverResponded );
myVar =
setTimeout(function(){$("#LEDs").slideDown("slow");},10)
myVar =
setTimeout(function(){$("#LEDs").slideUp("slow");},10000)
myVar =
setTimeout(function(){$("#panel2").slideDown("slow");},12000)
myVar =
setTimeout(function(){$("#panel2").slideUp("slow");},16000)
});
});
$(document).ready(function(){
$("#Seven").click( function() {
$("#slideShowImages").slideUp("slow");
$("#panel1").slideUp("slow");
$("#panel").slideUp("slow");
params = { op: "Seven" };
$.getJSON( 'http://10.158.161.13:8889/com' , params,
serverResponded );
myVar =
setTimeout(function(){$("#Sevens").slideDown("slow");},10)
myVar =
setTimeout(function(){$("#Sevens").slideUp("slow");},10000)
myVar =
setTimeout(function(){$("#panel2").slideDown("slow");},12000)
myVar =
setTimeout(function(){$("#panel2").slideUp("slow");},16000)
});
});
$(document).ready(function(){
$("#Stepper").click( function() {
$("#slideShowImages").slideUp("slow");
$("#panel1").slideUp("slow");
$("#panel").slideUp("slow");
params = { op: "Stepper" };
$.getJSON( 'http://10.158.161.13:8889/com' , params,
serverResponded );
myVar =
setTimeout(function(){$("#Steppers").slideDown("slow");},10)
myVar =
setTimeout(function(){$("#Steppers").slideUp("slow");},10000)
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myVar =
setTimeout(function(){$("#panel2").slideDown("slow");},12000)
myVar =
setTimeout(function(){$("#panel2").slideUp("slow");},16000)
});
});
$(document).ready(function(){
$("#Reset").click( function() {
$("#slideShowImages").slideUp("slow");
$("#panel1").slideUp("slow");
$("#panel").slideUp("slow");
params = { op: "Reset" };
$.getJSON( 'http://10.158.161.13:8889/com' , params,
serverResponded );
alert('Resetting Arduino Board "please wait"');
});
});
</script>
</head>
<body >
<div id="header">
<h1>Ardunio Remote Flash</h1>
</div>
<div id="nav">
<input type=button id="Flash" class="myButton" value="Remote
Flash" style="width:190px;height:50px;">
<input type=button id="LCD" class="myButton" value="LCD Display"
style="width:190px;height:50px ;" >
<input type=button id="LED" class="myButton" value="LEDs Shift"
style="width:190px;height:50px;">
<input type=button id="Seven" class="myButton" value="Seven
Segment" style="width:190px;height:50px;">
<input type=button id="Stepper" class="myButton" value="Stepper
Motor" style="width:190px;height:50px;">
<input type=button id="Reset" class="myButton" value="Reset
Arduino" style="width:190px;height:50px;">
</div>
<img
src="http://10.158.161.17:200/videostream.cgi?user=azad&amp;pwd=
azad" style="width:420px; height:300px;float:left;" >
<div id="section1">
<div id="panel4">
<pre><h3>Hello!!!
Glad to have you here.</h3></pre>
</div>
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</div>
<div id="panel">
<form enctype="multipart/form-data" action="/upload"
method="post" >
<input type="file" name="file1" />
<input type="submit" class="myButton" value="Flash This"/>
</form>
</div>
</div>
<div id="section1">
<div id="panel1">
<pre>
<h3>Instructions:</h3>
1. Seven segment is Connected to Arduino Mega as follows,
A-6 B-7 C-3 D-2 E-1 F-5 G-4 GND1-11(7-LED1) GND2-9(7-LED2).
2. Adafruit_CharacterOLED lcd(OLED_V2, 13, 12, 11, 10, 9, 8, 7)
you Must write #include <Adafruit_CharacterOLED.h> in your
code to enable LCD.
3. Three LEDs are connected to pins 22,23,and 24 respectively.
4. Stepper motor is connected to the pins 26,27,28 and 29.
5. Make sure your pin numbers are same as above displayed.
6. Please Click Reset button after your session.
</pre>
</div>
</div>
<div id="section1">
<div id="panel2">
<pre><h3>Ready to check!!program is flashed!!</h3></pre>
</div>
</div>
<div id="section1">
<div id="LCDs">
<pre><h3>Please Wait... Flashing LCD program.
LCD memory should be erased to switch off LCD,
So press Reset after using it.</h3></pre>
<img src="LCD.jpg" alt="LCD picture" >
</div>
</div>
<div id="section1">
<div id="LEDs">
<pre><h3>Please Wait... Flashing LED program.</h3></pre>
<img src="LED1.jpg" alt="LED picture" >
</div>
</div>
<div id="section1">
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<div id="Steppers">
<pre><h3>Please Wait... Flashing Stepper Motor
Program.</h3></pre>
<img src="Stepper.jpg" alt="Stepper picture" >
</div>
</div>
<div id="section1">
<div id="Sevens">
<pre><h3>Please Wait... Flashing Seven Segment display
program.</h3></pre>
<img src="Seven.jpg" alt="Seven picture" >
</div>
</div>
<div id="footer">
Copyright © www.niu.edu
</div>
</body>
</html>

Appendix G
REVEALED LCD CODE FOR REMOTE FLASH
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//**************************************************************
***************************************************//
#include <Adafruit_CharacterOLED.h>
// initialize the library with the OLED hardware
// version OLED_Vx and numbers of the interface pins.
// OLED_V1 = older, OLED_V2 = newer. If 2 doesn't work try 1 ;)
Adafruit_CharacterOLED lcd(OLED_V2, 13, 12, 11, 10, 9, 8, 7);
void setup()
{
// Print a message to the LCD.
lcd.begin(16, 2);
lcd.print("Remote Flash");
}
void loop()
{
// set the cursor to column 0, line 1
// (note: line 1 is the second row, since counting begins with
0):
lcd.setCursor(0, 1);
// print the number of seconds since reset:
lcd.print(millis()/1000);
}

Appendix H
REVEALED SEVEN SEGMENT DISPLAY PROGRAM FOR REMOTE FLASH
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int pin1 = 14;
int pin2 = 15;
int pin3 = 16;
int pin4 = 17;
int pin5 = 18;
int pin6 = 19;
int pin7 = 20;
int gnd1 = 6;
gnd1 is display 1's gnd
int gnd2 = 5;
gnd2 is display 2's gnd
int timer = 100;
int timer1=100;//
A timer, to run the for loop 500 times,
which turns out as 1 second.
int value;
//
The value, part of the FADING display
void setup(){
pinMode(pin1,
pinMode(pin2,
pinMode(pin3,
pinMode(pin4,
of the pins for
pinMode(pin5,
pinMode(pin6,
pinMode(pin7,
pinMode(gnd1,
pinMode(gnd2,

OUTPUT);
OUTPUT);
OUTPUT);
OUTPUT);
use.
OUTPUT);
OUTPUT);
OUTPUT);
OUTPUT);
OUTPUT);

}
void loop() {
for (int i=0; i<timer1; i++){
for (int i=0; i<timer; i++){
digitalWrite(pin1, B1);
digitalWrite(pin2, B1);
digitalWrite(pin3, B0);
digitalWrite(pin4, B1);
digitalWrite(pin5, B1);
digitalWrite(pin6, B0);
digitalWrite(pin7, B1);
digitalWrite(gnd1, B1);
digitalWrite(gnd2, B0);
delay(0.5);

//The following sets up all
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}
for (int i=0; i<timer; i++){
digitalWrite(pin1, B1);
digitalWrite(pin2, B1);
digitalWrite(pin3, B1);
digitalWrite(pin4, B1);
digitalWrite(pin5, B1);
digitalWrite(pin6, B1);
digitalWrite(pin7, B0);
digitalWrite(gnd1, B0);
digitalWrite(gnd2, B1);
delay(0.5);
}
}
for (int i=0; i<timer1; i++){
for (int i=0; i<timer; i++){
digitalWrite(pin1, B0);
digitalWrite(pin2, B1);
digitalWrite(pin3, B1);
digitalWrite(pin4, B0);
digitalWrite(pin5, B0);
digitalWrite(pin6, B0);
digitalWrite(pin7, B0);
digitalWrite(gnd1, B1);
digitalWrite(gnd2, B0);
delay(0.5);
}
for (int i=0; i<timer; i++){
digitalWrite(pin1, B1);
digitalWrite(pin2, B1);
digitalWrite(pin3, B1);
digitalWrite(pin4, B0);
digitalWrite(pin5, B0);
digitalWrite(pin6, B1);
digitalWrite(pin7, B1);
digitalWrite(gnd1, B0);
digitalWrite(gnd2, B1);
delay(0.5);
}
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}
for (int i=0; i<timer1; i++){
for (int i=0; i<timer; i++){
digitalWrite(pin1, B0);
digitalWrite(pin2, B1);
digitalWrite(pin3, B1);
digitalWrite(pin4, B0);
digitalWrite(pin5, B0);
digitalWrite(pin6, B0);
digitalWrite(pin7, B0);
digitalWrite(gnd1, B1);
digitalWrite(gnd2, B0);
delay(0.5);
}
for (int i=0; i<timer; i++){
digitalWrite(pin1, B1);
digitalWrite(pin2, B1);
digitalWrite(pin3, B1);
digitalWrite(pin4, B1);
digitalWrite(pin5, B1);
digitalWrite(pin6, B1);
digitalWrite(pin7, B1);
digitalWrite(gnd1, B0);
digitalWrite(gnd2, B1);
delay(0.5);
}
}
for (int i=0; i<timer1; i++){
for (int i=0; i<timer; i++){
digitalWrite(pin1, B0);
digitalWrite(pin2, B1);
digitalWrite(pin3, B1);
digitalWrite(pin4, B0);
digitalWrite(pin5, B0);
digitalWrite(pin6, B0);
digitalWrite(pin7, B0);
digitalWrite(gnd1, B1);
digitalWrite(gnd2, B0);
delay(0.5);
}
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for (int i=0; i<timer; i++){
digitalWrite(pin1, B1);
digitalWrite(pin2, B1);
digitalWrite(pin3, B1);
digitalWrite(pin4, B0);
digitalWrite(pin5, B0);
digitalWrite(pin6, B0);
digitalWrite(pin7, B0);
digitalWrite(gnd1, B0);
digitalWrite(gnd2, B1);
delay(0.5);
}
}
for (int i=0; i<timer1; i++){
for (int i=0; i<timer; i++){
digitalWrite(pin1, B0);
digitalWrite(pin2, B1);
digitalWrite(pin3, B1);
digitalWrite(pin4, B0);
digitalWrite(pin5, B0);
digitalWrite(pin6, B0);
digitalWrite(pin7, B0);
digitalWrite(gnd1, B1);
digitalWrite(gnd2, B0);
delay(0.5);
}
for (int i=0; i<timer; i++){
digitalWrite(pin1, B1);
digitalWrite(pin2, B0);
digitalWrite(pin3, B1);
digitalWrite(pin4, B1);
digitalWrite(pin5, B1);
digitalWrite(pin6, B1);
digitalWrite(pin7, B1);
digitalWrite(gnd1, B0);
digitalWrite(gnd2, B1);
delay(0.5);
}
}
}

Appendix I
REVEALED STEPPER MOTOR PROGRAM FOR REMOTE FLASH
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#include <Stepper.h>
const int stepsPerRevolution = 200; i
// initialize the stepper library on pins 8 through 11:
Stepper myStepper(stepsPerRevolution, 26,27,28,29);
void setup() {
// set the speed at 60 rpm:
myStepper.setSpeed(60);
// initialize the serial port:
Serial.begin(9600);
}
void loop() {
// step one revolution in one direction:
Serial.println("clockwise");
myStepper.step(stepsPerRevolution);
delay(500);
// step one revolution in the other direction:
Serial.println("counterclockwise");
myStepper.step(-stepsPerRevolution);
delay(500);
}

Appendix J
REVEALED LED SHIFT PROGRAM FOR REMOTE FLASH
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int led1 = 22;
int led2 = 23;
int led3 = 24;
int lcd=13;
void setup() {
pinMode(led1, OUTPUT);
pinMode(led2, OUTPUT);
pinMode(led3, OUTPUT);
pinMode(lcd, OUTPUT);
}
void loop() {
digitalWrite(lcd, LOW);
digitalWrite(led1, HIGH);
delay(1000);
digitalWrite(led1, LOW);
delay(1000);
digitalWrite(led2, HIGH);
delay(1000);
digitalWrite(led2, LOW);
delay(1000);
digitalWrite(led3, HIGH);
delay(1000);
// wait for a second
digitalWrite(led3, LOW);
delay(1000);
// wait for a second
}

Appendix K
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//**************************************************************
***************************************************//
import os
import json
import tornado.ioloop
import tornado.web
from time import *
import datetime, threading
from serial import *
import fileinput
import serial
import shutil
import base64
import hashlib
import urllib
import uuid
import cStringIO
import Image
import tornado.httpserver, tornado.ioloop, tornado.options,
tornado.web, os.path, random, string
import tornado.auth
import tornado.escape
import tornado.gen
import tornado.httpserver
import logging
import urlparse
import time
import threading
import functools
import subprocess
from tornado.ioloop import IOLoop
from tornado.web import asynchronous, RequestHandler,
Application
from tornado.httpclient import AsyncHTTPClient
from tornado.options import define, options
from xbee import XBee,ZigBee
import matplotlib
matplotlib.use('Agg')
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import numpy as np
import io
define("port", default=8888, help="run on the given port",
type=int)
cwd=os.getcwd()
ser = serial.Serial('/dev/ttyUSB0', 9600)
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print ("Xbee communication successful")
def ultrasonic():
threading.Timer(60, ultrasonic).start()
serialQueue = ''
def checkSerial():
try:
s = ser.read( ser.inWaiting() )
except:
print("Error reading from %s "
return
if len(s):
global serialQueue

)

serialQueue += s
print "serialQueue",serialQueue
splitSerial()
Old = ''
New = ''
def splitSerial():
split = serialQueue.split("\r\n")
if len( split ) > 1:
for line in split[0:-1]:
print "line",line
global New
New = line
print "New",New
global Old
Old += line
pending = split[-1]
class Application(tornado.web.Application):
def __init__(self):
handlers = [
(r"/(com.*)", ComHandler ),
(r"/", IndexHandler),
(r"/(favicon.ico)",
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tornado.web.StaticFileHandler,{"path": cwd}),
(r"/(.*\.png)",
tornado.web.StaticFileHandler,{"path": cwd }),
(r"/(.*\.jpg)",
tornado.web.StaticFileHandler,{"path": cwd }),
(r"/(.*\.js)",
tornado.web.StaticFileHandler,{"path": cwd }),
(r"/(.*\.css)",
tornado.web.StaticFileHandler,{"path": cwd }),
(r"/(.*\.html)",
tornado.web.StaticFileHandler,{"path": cwd }),
]
tornado.web.Application.__init__(self, handlers)
class IndexHandler(tornado.web.RequestHandler):
def get(self):
ser.write('m')
sleep(0.1)
ser.write('d')
sleep(0.1)
ser.write('b')
sleep(0.1)
ser.write('$')
self.render("FinalGUI1.html")
class ComHandler(tornado.web.RequestHandler):
def get(self, url='/'):
print "get"
self.handleRequest()
def post(self, url='/'):
print 'post'
self. handleRequest()
def handleRequest(self):
op=self.get_argument('op',None)
if op=="UltraLeft":
print op
ser.write('U')
sleep(3)
checkSerial()
status = {"Sonic": New}
self.write( json.dumps(status) )
print "json", json.dumps(status)
elif op=="UltraRight":
print op
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ser.write('R')
sleep(3)
checkSerial()
status = {"Sonic": New}
self.write( json.dumps(status) )
print "json", json.dumps(status)
elif op=="UltraCenter":
print op
ser.write('E')
sleep(3)
checkSerial()
status = {"Sonic": New}
self.write( json.dumps(status) )
print "json", json.dumps(status)
elif op== "Forward":
ser.write('A')
print('going forward')
elif op=="Backward":
ser.write('B')
print('going backward')
elif op=="Left":
ser.write('C')
print('going left')
elif op=="Right":
ser.write('D')
print('going Right')
elif op=="Stop":
ser.write('S')
print('Stopped')
elif op=="ZO":
ser.write('0')
elif op=="TF":
ser.write('2')
elif op=="FY":
ser.write('3')
elif op=="SE":
ser.write('4')
elif op=="HD":
ser.write('5')
elif op=="VacOn":
ser.write('c')
print "vacon"
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elif op=="VacOff":
ser.write('d')
print "vacoff"
elif op=="RobotOff":
ser.write('b')
print "Robot is off"
elif op=="RobotOn":
ser.write('e')
sleep(0.1)
ser.write('m')
sleep(0.1)
ser.write('d')
print("Robot is on")
elif op=="AutoOn":
ser.write('a')
print "AutoMode"
elif op=="AutoOff":
ser.write('m')
print"ManualMode"
else:
print "danger value",op
t=int(op)
print t
print t>1
if(t>40):
print "doing"
ser.write('E')
sleep(3)
checkSerial()
status = {"Sonic": New}
self.write( json.dumps(status) )
print "json", json.dumps(status)
if t==50:
ser.write('@')
if t==60:
ser.write('#')
if t==70:
ser.write('$')
if t==80:
ser.write('%')
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if t==90:
ser.write('^')
if t==100:
ser.write('&')
if t==110:
ser.write('*')
if t==120:
ser.write('(')
if t==130:
ser.write(')')
if t==140:
ser.write('_')
if t==150:
ser.write('+')

if __name__ == "__main__":
http_server = tornado.httpserver.HTTPServer(Application())
http_server.listen(options.port)
tornado.ioloop.IOLoop.instance().start()

Appendix L
PYTHON TORNADO SERVER CODE FOR REMOTE FLASH
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//**************************************************************
***************************************************//
import os
import json
import tornado.ioloop
import tornado.web
from time import *
from serial import *
import fileinput
import shutil
import base64
import hashlib
import urllib
import uuid
import cStringIO
import Image
import tornado.httpserver, tornado.ioloop, tornado.options,
tornado.web, os.path, random, string
import tornado.auth
import tornado.escape
import tornado.gen
import tornado.httpserver
import logging
import urlparse
import time
import threading
import functools
import subprocess
from tornado.ioloop import IOLoop
from tornado.web import asynchronous, RequestHandler,
Application
from tornado.httpclient import AsyncHTTPClient
from tornado.options import define, options
define("port", default=8889, help="run on the given port",
type=int)
cwd=os.getcwd()
serialPort = '/dev/ttyACM1'
serialBaud = 9600
ser = Serial( serialPort, serialBaud, timeout=0, writeTimeout=0
)
sleep(2)
print("Arduino is connected to the USB port")
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class Application(tornado.web.Application):
def __init__(self):
handlers = [
(r"/(com.*)", ComHandler ),
(r"/", IndexHandler),
(r"/program", programHandler),
(r"/upload", UploadHandler),
(r"/(favicon.ico)",
tornado.web.StaticFileHandler,{"path": cwd}),
(r"/(.*\.png)",
tornado.web.StaticFileHandler,{"path": cwd }),
(r"/(.*\.jpg)",
tornado.web.StaticFileHandler,{"path": cwd }),
(r"/(.*\.js)",
tornado.web.StaticFileHandler,{"path": cwd }),
(r"/(.*\.css)",
tornado.web.StaticFileHandler,{"path": cwd }),
(r"/(.*\.html)",
tornado.web.StaticFileHandler,{"path": cwd }),
]
tornado.web.Application.__init__(self, handlers)
class IndexHandler(tornado.web.RequestHandler):
def get(self):
self.render("flash.html")
class UploadHandler(IndexHandler):
def post(self):
import os,sys
shutil.rmtree('/home/azad/flash/blink')
path="/home/azad/flash/blink"
os.mkdir(path, 0755)
file1 = self.request.files['file1'][0]
original_fname = file1['filename']
fileName, fileExtension =
os.path.splitext(original_fname )
print(fileExtension)
if (fileExtension!='.ino'):
raise tornado.web.HTTPError(404 ,"Upload .ino format
files" )
self.write("Upload .ino format files")
extension = ".ino"
fname = "Remoteflash"
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final_filename= fname+extension
output_file = open("/home/azad/" + final_filename, 'w')
output_file.write(file1['body'])
self.redirect("/program")
class programHandler(UploadHandler):
def get(self):
print("I came here")
shutil.copy2('/home/azad/Makefile','/home/azad/flash/b
link')
shutil.copy2('/home/azad/Remoteflash.ino','/home/azad/
flash/blink')
sleep(0.05)
os.system('sudo python Arduino.py')
sleep(0.05)
open('/home/azad/outputfile.txt', 'w').close()
infile = open("/home/azad/outputfile1.txt", 'r') #
open file for appending
outfile = open("/home/azad/outputfile.txt","a") # open
file for appending
for line in infile.readlines():
outfile.write(line.strip("\n")+" <br>\n")
infile.close()
outfile.close()
in_file = open("/home/azad/outputfile.txt", "rb")
data = in_file.read()
os.system("cd")
print("uploaded")
fhand = open('/home/azad/outputfile.txt')
x=0
for line in fhand:
line = line.rstrip()
if line.startswith('Remoteflash.ino:') :
self.write(line)
x=x+1
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if line.startswith('avrdude done') :
self.write(line)
self.write('<br> <b> <style> h2
{color:green}
p
{color:brown} </style> <h2>Success!!!No Errors</h2><p><a
href="http://10.158.161.13:8889/">Go Back</a> to GUI Page
</p></b>')
if x>0:
self.write('<br> <b> <style> h2
{color:red}
p
{color:red} </style> <h2>Clear the above Errors within your
sketch</h2></b>')
class ComHandler(tornado.web.RequestHandler):
def get(self, url='/'):
print "get"
self.handleRequest()
def post(self, url='/'):
print 'post'
self. handleRequest()
def handleRequest(self):
op=self.get_argument('op',None)
print op
if op== "LCD":
print op
shutil.rmtree('/home/azad/flash/blink')
path="/home/azad/flash/blink"
os.mkdir(path, 0755)
shutil.copy2('/home/azad/Makefile','/home/azad/fl
ash/blink')
shutil.copy2('/home/azad/LCD.ino','/home/azad/fla
sh/blink')
sleep(0.05)
os.system('sudo python Arduino.py')
sleep(0.05)
if op== "LED":
shutil.rmtree('/home/azad/flash/blink')
path="/home/azad/flash/blink"
os.mkdir(path, 0755)
shutil.copy2('/home/azad/Makefile','/home/azad/fl
ash/blink')
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shutil.copy2('/home/azad/LEDBlink.ino','/home/aza
d/flash/blink')
sleep(0.05)
os.system('sudo python Arduino.py')
sleep(0.05)
if op== "Stepper":
shutil.rmtree('/home/azad/flash/blink')
path="/home/azad/flash/blink"
os.mkdir(path, 0755)
shutil.copy2('/home/azad/Makefile','/home/azad/fl
ash/blink')
shutil.copy2('/home/azad/Stepper.ino','/home/azad
/flash/blink')
sleep(0.05)
os.system('sudo python Arduino.py')
sleep(0.05)
if op== "Seven":
shutil.rmtree('/home/azad/flash/blink')
path="/home/azad/flash/blink"
os.mkdir(path, 0755)
shutil.copy2('/home/azad/Makefile','/home/azad/fl
ash/blink')
shutil.copy2('/home/azad/7seg.ino','/home/azad/fl
ash/blink')
sleep(0.05)
os.system('sudo python Arduino.py')
sleep(0.05)
if op== "Reset":
shutil.rmtree('/home/azad/flash/blink')
path="/home/azad/flash/blink"
os.mkdir(path, 0755)
shutil.copy2('/home/azad/Makefile','/home/azad/fl
ash/blink')
shutil.copy2('/home/azad/Blank.ino','/home/azad/f
lash/blink')
sleep(0.05)
os.system('sudo python Arduino.py')
sleep(0.05)
if __name__ == "__main__":
http_server = tornado.httpserver.HTTPServer(Application())
http_server.listen(options.port)
tornado.ioloop.IOLoop.instance().start()

